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A Centre in the Periphery: Merchants
during the Ottoman Period in Modern
Bulgarian Historlography 1 (1890s - 1990s)
Evguenia Davidova
Portland, Oreg< >n

In the last 100 years Bulgarian history has endured many political
changes, some of them very abrupt, which inevitahly influenced the
dominant ideological and methodological paradigms of Bulgarian
historical writings. Being for five centuries (XVth - XIXth) under Ottoman
rule, after the Berlin Congress (1878), the Bulgarian state was re8tored.
Pa8sing through the agitated period of the Balkan Wars (1912- 1913) and
World War I, Bulgarian history of the interwar period continued to witness
much political and social tension. World War II broughr about another
radical change, namely the establishment of a totalitarian political regime.
After 45 years, in 1989, the multi.party democratic system was restored.
As one can guess, all these political upheavels, influenced by some ideas
of European philosophy, shaped [O a great extent modern Bulgarian
historiography.
An attempr will be macle in [he present paper to assess some trends
and concepts in Bulgarian historiography by examining as a case study
research on merchants during the Ottoman period. 2 It will be organised
• J wish to thank especially Eyal Ginio and Kate Fleet for their useful suggestions and
support.
1
The titles of the Dulgarian publications have been transla1.cd into English by th{~ :mthor.
'There are a few historiographical articles on Bulgarian history Jurlng the Ottoman
domination (XVth-XIXth centuries) bul. fllOSt of them do nor address this issue. See for
example B. Cvctkova, 'Sources et Travaux de l'oricntalisrne bulgare'. Anna/tis. T!conom.ies,
Soctetes, Civilisuttcm, 3 (1963). 1158-1182; idem., 'I3ulgarian Hisroriography on 13ulgarian
lfo;tory during the XV-XVJlth ':enluries', First Congress of the Bul,Q,arian Historical
Association, vol. II, (Sofia, 1972), pp. 557-56·~ /(in Bulgarian)/; V. Mutafr:hieva, 'Oriental
Studies in Bulgaria during the last five years', Peoples in Asia and Africa, 3 (1963), pp.
239-241 /(in Russian)/; K. Knsev. 'Research on the G<~ncsis of Capitallsm in the Urban
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on a chronological as well as thernatical order. From the chronological
point of view the paper will cover a period of abouc one hundred years
and will be divided into three parts: 1878 to 1944; the totalitarian pe1iod,
and from 1989 up to the present. It will examine the types of studies and
main discussion issues. The analysis will continue on a more concrete
level with exploring the sources, er.hnic background of the merchants,
their geographical localisation, and those areas which need further
research. The paper will question as to why the topic of merchants is
hoth an actractive yet unpopolar subject, what the inherent factors are
and the external influences on the development of this issue and how
and why some concepts were transmitted, preserved, or reshaped.

1. The Pre:.world War II Histodography (1878 · 1944)
Modern Bulgarian historiography w~~s shaped by the ideas of
romanticism and positivism. On the other hand, it is well known that
nineteenth-century historical writings were also influenced to a great
extent by the dominant nationali:sm. In Lhe case of the Balkans this general
E<:onomy', in Bulgarian Historiogmphy after W'orld War fl. Some }'rob/ems, (Sofia,
1973), pp. 282-285 /(in Bulgarian)/; K. Todorov, 'Research on the economic and social
aspc.~<.:t.s of Lhc Dulg~1rian Revival and the Gcn(~Sis of Capitalism'. in lh1/garian
Historiography aj~er World War II. Some Problems, (Sofia, 1973). pp. 265-282 (in
Dulg~rian); E. Grozdanova, 'Contc.~mporary Oulgarian 1listoriography (1971-198(1) on
the Impact of the Ottoman Rule on the Development of Bulgarian People during rhe
period frum th~ XVth thruugb the.~ XVllTi.h Century', Rei1ue Bul!!.are d'fll~tnire, 4 (1981 ).
pp. 68-85; K. Sharnw, E. Vcc:hcva, E. Grozdanova. G. Ncshcv, S. Stanimirov (~ds.),
Bulgcm'(l dw·ing the XV-X\/llltb centw1l'S. Nistoriograpbical Jif.\1·ea1t·b 'Bulg<;rift XVX!Xtb centuries', vol. 1, Sofia. 1987; S. Panova. 'Bulgarian Historiography on social and
cconomic Devclopmcnt in thc XVIIlth century lip to the 'OC'orld \"?'ar II', L1·1oricbeski
l'ragled (I fis/cJrical l<el/iell)), 9 (1990), Pfl· <:i0-77 (in Rulgarian); M. Todorova, 'R\ilgari;m
Histori<·al Writing on th(~ Ottoman Empire:', Ne10 l'er,,pectiws 011 1i~rkey, l2 (Spring 1995),
pp. 97-119; E. Grnzclanova. 'European Province$ of the Ottoman Empire during the Xv1
- XVII cenlurics in the hnc:st Hungarlan and Bulgarian Re~~an:h (198; - 1995) (A
Comparative Analy.~is)', Jffatorical Review, 3 (1997}, pp. 76-97 (in flulgari~n); ~
Gr~ncbarov, "ll1oughrs on llulgarian .Ecc.momk Concepts (1878- 1915) Histon'<:al R~1t•lew,
3-4 0998), pp. 140-167 (in llu!garian). At a conference in 1~>96 I read a paper on XJXth
Century Comniercial Comp;rnies and its brnader version, wlth a table of all lhe
publicarions dividt'tl H<:cor<ling to decades. was publish~tl latcr. Sc:c: r:. Davidova,
'Bulgarian Commercial HowR~s during thc Rt~vival Pcriod (Somc 1li~1.oriographic: l\spec.:ts)',
H(~tol'iw/R€>11ie11.', 5-6 (1997), pp. 95-119 (i11 Bulgarian).
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trend took on much sharper contours and historiographies had to fulfil
a peculiar mixture of political, social, and scholarly functions. For instance,
the traumatic percepli\>n of the preceding period of foreign political
d<>mination was so strong that many Bulgarian authors called the XVth
- XVIIth centuries 'Dark Ages' in Bulgarian history and the whole period
became known as the 'Turkish Yoke' and 'Turkish Slavery'\ The idea
that the Dark Ages is a period not v-.•orth studying because it does not
support national self-confidence prevailed. This attitude also p1·esupposcs
a marginal interest in economic hbtory. Indeed, most of the scholars
were interested in political and cultural history. 1 Not i;urprisingly this
gloomy interpretation also has a brighter aspect, with opposing
interpretations for the whole Ottoman period: the XVlllth - XIXth centuries
were regarded as a period of economic and cultural prosperity when a
rev~val of national identity began, called Bulgarian Revlval or Balgarsko
Vazrazhdane (in Bulgarian).
Another ii;sue, dosely related to this internal periodisation of the
Ottoman period in Bulgarian hii;tory is the concept of backwardness. The
discussion on Balkan backwardness has many aspects. For instance. most
of the Balkan researchers (probably except the Turkish ones) blame
Ottoman rule for driving the region away from the path and pace of
.European economic and cultural development and modernisation.~ ln the
case of Bulgarian scholarship criticism started in 1875 with the first
publication of the History qf the Hu{qarians by Constantin Irecek.~ It was
during this period of Bulgarian revival that the Bulgarians gained access
The term is formally incorrt:-ct because slavery exist.cd in the Octornan Empire.
'01w should bear in mind that this trend was not alien to European historiography at
the time. It wa~ <11:.;o valid for Ottoman historiography up to the World War 11 \vhich deals
exclusively with military and political history. Sec H. lnakik, The Olloman Empire. Tbf1

.i

Classical Age 1300-1600, (London, 1973);p. 2.
'D Chi rot. 'Causes and Conscqucm:c:s of Hackwardnt'ss', in Daniel Chirnt (ed.), 77n
01tgins 'If Backwardness fu Eastern Humpe. Hnmomies and Politics from th~· Middle
Ages um(/ fhl' Har{)' TwtmtiaJh Century, (London, 1989), pp. 1-15; .J. Lampe, 'Imperial
Borderlands 01· Capitalist Pc:ripbery?. Redefining llalkan Backwardness, 1520-1914:', in
Daniel C.hirot (ed.), Tb(? Origins of IJ<tckuxlrdness in Easlern .Europe. J:.'conrimies and
Politics /,.om the Middfl> Ag(1s until the Em·~y 'J'u.ienti~·th CerllttT}', (London, 1989), pp. ·
177-210.
6
C. Irecek. J-Iistoiy oftbe Bu.lgariµns, (Sofia, 1978), pp. 419-458, 478-622 /(in Bulgarian)/.
'J'lw book was published firstly in Czech in 1875 anti translated into l.lulgarian in 1876.
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to European <.ulmre and civilisation. Some of the.~earers of new ideas and
European influences were merchants. nlar is the positive perspective from
which the topic of the merchant was introduced into historical writings.
Most. representatives of the first generation of Bulgarian historians
touched the issue of merchants mainly from the social poim of view. For
instance, tradesmen in the urhan sodo-economic context were introduced
by Nikola. Milev 7, elaborated by Ivan Shishmanov (1930), later on
developed by Khristo Gandev (1939, 1943), and Jacques Nathan. 8 These
authors distingu~shed a variety of unstudied topics (without doing special
research on them) on economic and soda! changes and stressed the
establishment of an urban soda! stratum in the XV1Ilth and :X1Xth ccnn1ries
with its main representatives: guilds anc.l merdiants. 9 However, they were
more concerned with urban stmtifkation than the mediator's role between
the city and the system of markets earned out hy the traders. Many .studie.'>
are focused also on merchants a.s p<Ltrons. This issue is related to ·a long
debate started. in I3ulgarian newspapers during the period of Ottoman
domination. Often in the XIXrh- centu1y journals one can read many
accusations of merchants' fai1ure to offer sufficienl funding for the national
movement. For example, in some cas.es tradesmen were called
clerogatively 'Jewish /Jaze-rgari. 1(• On the contrary, during the period after
'Two years before him, a literary c:rilic Boj;m Penev focused attention on Uulgarian
m~:rchants as cultural mi:<liators and their patronage role as one of the crucial facl.urs in
the development of national identity. R. Pencv, 1he Begtnnln,~ qf tbe iVationalRevf.ual,
(Sofi;t, 1918), p. 26, 37 (in Bulgarian).
• N. Milcv, 'Factors In the \\'al:ional Revival', in Anlhology tn Honour of Prqfessor /l!tlrl
Shisbmanov, (Solla, 1920), pp. 129-58 On Bulgarian); J. Shishmanov, 'ImroducLion to the
National Revival', in Selected Works. Bt.tl-[<arian Revival, vol. 1, (Sofia. 1965), pp. 43-45
(in Bulg~trian); Kh. Gandev, FactcJ1·s in /Julgarian Re1!iual, in Btdgartan Revival. Some
Prol1lems, (Sofia, 1976), pp. 2:3-154 /(in Bulgarian)/; idem., P..arly tVational Reziival, 17001860, In Bulgarian Revival. Some Problems, (Soffa., 1976). pp. 154-271 (in Bulgarian);).
!\:1than, Bttlgarla11 Rwival. A Historical and SCJciologirnl Account, (Sofia, 1939) (in
Uulgarian); p. 15 ('t .~eq.
•Again R(Jjan Pcnev had previously formulated it as,the'Rulg<tri<111 urban stratum of
c.:raftsmcn and merchants'. R'. Pc~ncv, op. cit., p. 69.
· ·
0
' Nezavisimost (lndepenclence), IV, 44, (Bucharest, 17 l\ugust 1874), p. 358 (in Bulgarian).
At a conference on the 300-year anniversary of tht~ birth of Voltaire, hdd in Sofia, 15 - 17
December 1994, Prof. Rolan Desne mentioned the interesting fact th::it in XVIIIth century
France the cxpre.ssion 'Jew-usurers' -was used as an insult for all who were dealing wi1.h
usury whatever their ethnk: origin.
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1878 1 assessments of the merchants were freed from their negative tones
and many of them became very supportivc. 11 It is suggested in these
studies that the national movement was generously supported by rhe
wea.lthy tradesmen. This trend continued in many works devoted to
I3ulgarian ecclesiastical and educational history during the national
rcvival' 2•
The longeviiy of the thesis that bearers of merchant capital and new
forms of entrepreneurship in the Ottoman Empire became mainly
representatives of a non-Muslim bourgeoisie is nor only due to a lack of
research based on non-Aulgarian primary sources. For instance, according
to Ivan Sakazov, Bulgarian economic prosperity did not start in the XVIIJth
century with the massive Bulgarian migration to the towns as was
commonly supposed. The Dubrovnik sources revealed that Bulgarians
have never lost their urban economic positions. This concept fits very
well with the inferior role that the author predicated for the Turkish urban
population. 1' By contrast, Khristo Gandev emphasised the process of
'Bulgarisation' of the towns that began in the XVIIIth centmy an<l lhe
grndual demographic change that occurred in favour of Bulgarians at the
1
'· For instam:c:, Ivan Shishmanov wrow after tht: ui=ath of the merchant l\ikola
Tapchileshtov: '\Vlthout rhe moral and material support of him and his frknds - the:
c:du~:at<:<l merc.:hanl.s of TstanbLLl - our bitter struggli:: with Phanar would not have been
resolved so Sllccessfully.'
I. Shishmanov, ':"likola T:ipc:hileshtov', But.~arian Reviaw, 7 (May 1895), pp. 158-159 (in
Bulgarian).
'"See S. Velev, Golden Book oftbe Donors to Bulgaria11 Educatio11, vol. 1, (Sofia, 1907)
(in Bulgarian); G. l'ashc:v, Gold~n Hook ~/'the Do11ors lo Bulgarian Educalirm, vol. .2,
(Sofia. 1923) (in Bulgarian): Z. Markova, Bttlgarlan Movementfo1· a Nfltioirnl Church
before the Crimean W'tlr(Sofia, 1976) (in Bulgarian).
1
' I. Sakazov, "Development of .Bulgarian Crban life ::ind G\lilds in the: )(\/Tll an<l XIX
centuries", in 1000 years of Bl4lgc1ria 927-:l927, vol. I, (Sofia, 1930), pp. 686-687 (in
Bulgarian); I. Pastukhov. B11lgaria11 History. Second Bulgarian KinJ!,dom. Otto mun Ru.le.
National Revival, vol. 2, (Sofia, 1943), pp. :;38-3:W, 626. This thesis is quite popular in
the earlier regional studies; it was shared by :Jlkolai Todomv who wrote that during the
XIXth century t.h<: dominant ct.hnic: group stayed aparl. from the capitalistic mode of
production; the bearers of m(~rchant capital and of the new forms of production were
bourgeoisie of the subjected peoples. See N. Todorov, 'On the Labour Forn: in Bulgarhm
I.ands in th<: mid<llc of 1l1e )0Xth Century', llistorical Review, 2 0959), p. 1 On Bulgarian'>:
V. Paskalcva, "l>cv<:lopmcnt of 1:rhan l~conomy and the Genesb of' the Bulgarian
Bourgeoisie In XVIIIth Century" in J'(-1isii Khilendc1rski and his 1:poch (1762- 1962). (Sofia,
1962'), p. 75 (in Bulgarian).
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expense of the Turkish and Jewish population 1i. However, in both theses
Bulgarian dominance in the urban economic landscape is overemphasised.
Some valuable insights into the merchant's role is offered in works
exploring bilateral Bulgarian-foreign commercial relations. This Lheme was
int:roduced by Ivan Sakazov but elaborated by Khristo Gandev 0944) who
examined the integration of Bulgarian lands into European trade in the
XVIIIth century and the enrichment of Bulgarian merchants as a result of
this exchangc. 1' He also paid special attention to the positive balance of
XVIIIth century Rulgarian commerce. His contributions arc interesting from
two points of view: firstly, the isolation of the Bulgarian economy from
the other Ottoman markets, and secondly, the assumption that the positive
balance of trade is by definition a favourable characteristic. Both ideas are
firmly embedded in the historical writings of the totalitarian period.
There is another group of studies dealing with mercantile issues that
consists of regional research.
Most of the authors studied the economic conjuncture of the region
as a whole and commercial activity is placed in the context of the local
dominant craft or inclusLry. S<>me books from the 1930s provide the best
examples of this trend, such as histories of the town <?f Gabrovo by Petar
1:sonchev, of Pleven by Yurdan Trifonov, of Sliven by Simeon Tabakov,
and ofVeliko Tarnovo by Mosko Moskov 16 • Interesting characteristics in
other regional works, written in 1920s and 1930s, may be mentioned:
,; Kh. Gandev, Factors, pp. 23 -154, ihid., Rmt)'. pp. 154-271, idem., 'Rulgarian l'<~netratlon
in Vidln and its Surroundings during the Russo-Turkish War 1768 - 1774', in Btt{~arlan
Revival. Some Pmhlems, (Sofia, 1976), pp. 516-539 (in Rulgarian).
•~I. Saka:.:ov, 'Tmdc bt~tween Bulgaria and Anmna in XV!th and XVIIch centuries an:ording
en new sourct:s', Bulletin of the I !istorical Association, 6 (1929). pr. 20-24 On DuJgarian);
idem .. Economic Reh:1ilons between Dubrovnik and Bul,qarian I.ands in XVJth and
XV!lth centw"'ies(Sofia, 1930) (in llulgarian); Kh. Ganclev, 'Trade Exchange bel\veen
Europe and the Bulgarian Lands in XV11Ith am! lhc beginning of the X!Xrh (:emurks', in
Hulgarian Reuival. Some PTobkms, (Soila, 1976), pp. 395-425 On Dulgarlan).
1
~ M . .r.Ioskov, Tt1rnom :,·Past tmd Future from Ihl~ Economic Perspective (Veliko Tilrmwo,
1910) (in Bulgarian); idem, The BeRirmin~ q/lndttstry in Wmouo (Vetiko Tc1mwo, 1925)
(in Bulg:1rian); S. Tabakov, An All£'mjit£•d History of the Town of Stii'f!n, vols. 1 - 3, (Sofia,
191 J -1929) (in Bulgarian); P. Tsonchev, From Gabrovo:~ flconomi,: l'ast(Sof1a, 1929) (in
Bulgarian); idem., Fmm G(.lbrovo's social and cu/Lurcif f'ast(Sofia, 1934) (in Bulgarian);
Yu. Trilonov. I li.~tory (!f the 7bu>n ofPleven bqfvre the l.iheration (Sofia, 1933.l On Rulgarian).
Some new sourc:cs are published in the above-mentioned four books, for example the
XVII Ith century ledgers of Haclzhi Rac·hko from Gabrovo hy P. Tsonchev.
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the theme of merchants is expressed in the form of biographies of :;ome
local traders. It is typical of this kind of 'hagiogmphic' writing that authors
are very interested in rhe social (predominantly the patron's) activity of
the merchants on a local or wider basis. Exemplary of this approach is
the book by Nikola Nachov for the village of Kalofer which comprises
biographies of abou~ 30 families, most of them dealing with trade. Another
similar type of research is provided by Stephan Ganchev for Svishtov 1'.
There is another suhgroup of books devoted to Bulgarian diasporas.
Most of them were written in the 1920s, after the !oss of some territorial
possessions attained during the First Balkan War and World War I, an<l
focused on continuous cultural relations with the Bulgarian population
living outside Bulgarian boundaries. 1 ~
The geographical localisation of the merchancs who arc the subject.
of this research, is distinctively delineated. It is widely accepted that the
first external contacts of the Bulgarian traders were established with the
Central Europe. Especially active were Bulgarian merchants from
Macedonia. 111 Other regions that attrncted scholarly attention, were mainly
small mountain towns with developed craft industries that had
predominantly Bi.ilgarian populations. Cities along the Danuhe river such
as Vidin, Svishtov, and Ruschuk (now Russe) are the rhird area of interest.
Regarding the issue which is at the centre of this paper, it is worth
noting that it was Khristo Gandev who publbhed a short communication
on the Gcorgievi Brothers in 1940.w He placed their ec.:onornic activity
within the context of the whole process of social and political development
I

•

17
N. l'\ad10v, Kalofer in the Past. 1807- 1877(Sofia, 1927), pp. 356-514 (in Bulgarian);
S. Ganchev, Si>ishtov (Tribute to its Hi.~tory), (Svishcov, 1929), pp. 379-403 (in Bulgarian).
•• M. Balabanov, 'A Bulgarian Colony on an Island', P~·,-iodical Review, LXXI, 1-2 (1910).
pp. 313-372 (in Bulgarian); L. Dorosiev, 'llulgarian Colonies in Ai;ia Minor', .foumaf of
the Bul,garlcm Uterury A.~mciation, XXIV, 13 (1922). pp. 32-193 (in Bulgarian); N. Nachov, ·
'Istanbul as a Bulgarian Cultural Centre up to 1877', Journal of the Uulgarian Academy
qfScumces, XIX (1925), pp. 1-206 (in B\1lgarian); idem., ''Tile Bulgarian Colony in Od~!...sa',
Schoo/ Review. XXVIII, 5 (1929), pp. 601-628 (in Bulgarian) .
. '"As we mentiom:d ahove polirical reasons influenced to a considcrablt: degree the
emphasis on Macedonian history after the WV/ I.
N. Milev, 'Macedonia's Trade at the end of the XVIIIth century', Jt,.facedonia11 Review, 1
(1922), pp. 25-3-1 (in Bulgarian).
2
°Kh. Gand<:v, 'Om: Trading Company of the l)er!od before tht: Liberation'. Professional
Tbottgbt, 2 0940), pp. 40-46 (in Bulgarian).
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and proposed some general tasks for Bulgarian histrnical wliting on trade
during the XVIIIth and X!Xth centuries, namely new sources to be
published, the study of individual merchants and commercial companies,
in order to reconstruct the hierarchy of commercial networks. With this
paper the author produced a model for analysing a commercial company
that was follmved later on 1->y many other researchers.
The question of a merchant's ethni<: affiliation is closely related to the
problem of sources. Most of the scholars worked vvith Ilulgarian sources
such as memoirs, Bulgarian ne'».lspapers, commercial correspondence,
ledgers. One of the mc>st frequent-used type of foreign scmrces arc consular
reports and traveller's accounts. The le<tst-used ones are rhe Ottoman
sources and Greek materlals.~ 1 Where there are translations of Ottoman
documents these are mainly in state materials. The lack of diverse sources
presupposes that rhe main area interest is focused on external aspects of
trade, the ac:tivity of merchants as palrons and, to a small extent., on their
role as money-lendern. These studies created the pattern of a comparative
approach hased on Western .European models, followed strictly by
researchers in the subsequent decades.

2. The Marxist Pr:::riod (1944 - 1989)
The dominance of Marxjst's concepts after World War II, .when
historical materialism •vas considered the only valid approach for
interpretation, also shaped hjsrorical writings on merchants. lt is often
stared rha1 Marxi1nn places an emphasis on reliearch into the ~<Kial and
. economic structures and institutions of the Ottoman Empire and it is in
this field thar significant contributions have been made.~2 This assertion
is quite true but at the tjmc of Marxi~t dogmatism, especially in the late
" Set~ for example P. Dorev, 'Documents from the Turkish Slatt.: Archh-Ts (l 564-1872)',
part 1 (1564-1872,J, Docurmmtsfor Bulgarian History, vol. 3, (Sotla, 1940.l. On (rr(~ck
sources st't.: M. Apostolidis, A. Peev, 'Hook of Plovdiv's r.;baci guild', Anmwl Uook of
Plcmdiv:~ National Library and 1f11L~1!11m, (Plovdiv, 1931), pp. 65· 170.
"K. Kosev, Resean·h, pp. 282-285. lhls shift of empha.~is fmm political to economic and social
history i-; common ro Ottoman as well as to European historiography in ~<::ncml after 1945.
On chis copk st."<~ I l. Inakik, 'Introduction', in JI. lrnilcik and D. Quatae11 (eds.), An J::conomic
a11d Social HistOFJ' q/tbe Oltomcm !:mpin•, 1300- 1914, (Cambridge, 1994), p. 2.
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1940s and. 1950s, a limited specLnim of topics, combined with a nationalist
colouring, dominated and as a result does not attract many scholars.
Bulga1ian scholarship did not only refleel Stalinist concepts on history but
also international isolationism and the limitation of academic contacts
which was valid for other historiographies as well.~-· In the niid-1960s the
isolation was panly oven:ome by placing historical research in its natural
regional contexL, in particular with the foundation of the Institute of Balkan
Studies in Sofia (1967), 21 It is actually from the 1960i:; onward that most of
the conrributions on commerce have been made.~'
An important trend in economic history became the publication of
new sources in specialised pcriodicals.z•.; However, one should bear in
mind that the palaeographical difficulty with the sources, most of the1;n
heing manuscripts with different handwritings and in various languages,
limits many scholars in their choice. ll is not a secret also that publishing
documents is a long-term project and many researchers avoid it. This fact
is even more true in the coi.se of merchanrs' archives. If one tries to list
these publications they would rota! only <L fevv· works.~ With the exception
of the pioneering work of!\. Michoff, most of them re~wlred from
co!leclive efforts.
7

"S. Faroqhi, 'Introduction', 17n.fcmrnal qf Peasant Studies, 18, 3 and ·i (1991). p. 4~ \'V.
Vuc:hinich, 'Post-war Yugoslav Hlstoriogmphy'. Tbe]rmr11al ofJ\1(1dern llist01y, XXVIII
(1951), pp. 41-58.
"'N. Trn.lorov, Develcipm(•nt, Acbicwements and TasJ.1s <~/'Balkan Studies in Bul,~aria
(Sofia, 1977), pp. 1-36 (in Hulgari<m).
''!Towever, one should nc:ar in mind that the im:rc:ase i11 Bulgarian p1.1hlications in the
1960s had some: ideological moth1<!s, in exposing falsificat.ionN or Ottoman history .~uc:h
as Halil Inalcik's con<:ept nn social ju::;tin: in the Ottoman state. On t.his issue see Ts.
Georgicva, 'Dc:velopment and T<:ndencies in Research on the History of tht: Bulgarian
P<!ople in XVth-XVITt.h Centt1ries", in K. Sharova, E. Vecheva . .I::. Groi'.cfanova, G . .:-Jeshcv,
S. Stanimirov (eds.), JJ11.f.11,aria dwing XV-SV/ltth cenlllrlcis. Historlografihicc1/ Research
'Bulguda 'i111be XV-XJXtb c1m1uril>s', vol. 1, Sofia, 1987, p. 33.
"'Such as <Jo,lishniJ.111a Muzllit~· of Swerna Bulgaiia (Annual BDok of the Muscu1m. of
North Hulgari<~). fZT.Jt\>lia 11.a Mu.zeite ot Se,,.emzapadna Bulgaria (Rulletin of che ~luscums
in the Northwest llulgaria), and lwestm na i'.1u:;::eite ol ruzhna Bulgaria (Rulletin of tht:
Museums of South Bulgaria), Jzi:f!s/ia na Di.i.rgavnite Arkbi11i (Bulletin of the State Archives).
n X Michoff, Omlribulion a /'hi.1·toin• du commef'Ce l11.1lgare. Documents ojftcit'l.~ et
rapports consulaires, vols. 1 - 6: (Sofia, 1940 - 1971); P. Dinekov, ')hnct.ee.nlh-century
Letters from Sofia's .\1erchants to Istanbul', Serdikct, 3-4 ( 1942), pp. 80-87; 7-8 ( 1942), pp.
105-111 (in Bulgarian); E. Eskenni, A. Hananel, Jewisb Sourcl'S.for the Social and
Hc<.>ncmiic Deuelopmenf qftbt>Balkans, vol. I (Sofot, 1958), vol. 2 (Sofia, 1960); G. Ga!abov.
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One can distinguish three main categories of studies dealing with
commerce: firstly, research on macroeconomic and socio-demographic
history; secondly, special studies on merchants; thirdly, regional histories.
The firnt group consisls mainly of surveys of Bulgarian economic
hi.story. Most of these hL'ltorics sununarisc previous scholarly achievements
but a few of them are based on special research and new sources.
However, some imprntanl subjects emerged in their agenda such as the
gradual incorporation of Bulgarian commerce wirhin the framework of
the European economic network; the development of ne\'\-' commercial
itineraries; regional specialisation and commercialisation of agricultural
produce; fairs as medialors among the local markets. 2 Valuahle
contributions on concrete aspects of trade and exchange arc included in
lhe only anthology on the history of trade in Ilulgarian lan<ls from the
XVth to the XIXth ccnniry. ~~ Within this general context Bulgarian traders
are perceived as the main mediators of exchange (except the Dubrovnik
merchants in the XVTth and XVIIth centuries). However, it seems that rhe
system of Ottoman markets: local, regional, interregional and international
ij

B. Cverkova, TIJrkish Sources.for the Histmy qf Bu{~arian law, vol. 1, (Sofia, 1961), vol.
2, (Sofia, 1971); N. To<lorov, ,\l Ka!il:in. Wlifls and commercial transactions from Sofia's
kadi sicils iu tbe XVlll-XJX centuries, (Sofia, 1977); K. Vazvazova-Karateodorova, Z.
Markova, E. Pavlova - Tiarhova, V. Khari7.anov (eds.), Jladzhitosheu~~ Family Archive
0751- 1827), vol. l, (Sofia, 1984) (in Bulgarian); ~I.-T. Stefanova, 'Documents 011 the
Economic Activity of the Gabrovo's company 'St.and10 .Arnaudov & Son' (1860 - 1861)',
Hullelin of the State Archives, ;; 0988). pp. 239-283 (in Bulgarian)~ Sc. llfaslev, Trade
between the Bulgarian Lands and Tn::msylvania in /he XVI - XV7l <.x::n1uries, (Sofia, 1991)
(in Rulgarian); A. Velkov, P. Grncvski, S. lvanova, M. Mikhailova-Mr-Jvkarova, N. Robev,
E. Silhmnva, lm1entmy of tbf? Ottoman 'forkish Documents on Trade and Crqfts (XVI X.JX centurle~) prl?seroed at the Oriental Deparlment at tbe Na.Ucmal Library ·st. st. C:vn'/
and lrfetbodtus: (Sofia, 1993) /(in Bulgarian)/. There an: two sc:ries of document~ which
also contain materials on Lhe subjcct um.h:r study, namely '/'urski izvorl za bulgarskata
istoria (Turkish Sources <>n Bulgarian History) and Chuzbdi patepisi za Balkanile
(lraz¥?1/ers Account.~ on the Balkans).
"). Nathan, V, Khadzhinikolov, L. Berov (eds.), Economic Histoty oj Bulµprla unlil the
Socialist Revolution, 1st edition, (Sofia, 1969), pp. 208-295: I.. Berov (<.'d.), Economic
HistmJ 1 of Bulgaria until the Socialist RevolutiOn, 2nd edition (Sofia, 1981), pp. 241-260
(in Rtilgarian); J. Nathan; &onomic History of Bulgaria (Sofia, 1938), (in B·ulgarian);
idem .. llulgarlan Revival, Histo1y of Bulgaria, vol. 5, (Sofla, 1985); vol. 6. (Sofia, 1987)
(in Bulgarian). Chapters on trade are \'\Titren by Virginia Pa.~kaleva. Konstantin Kosev,
and l\ikolai Todomv.
~ V. Paskaleva, S. Pa nova, L. Bcrov, B. Cvctk(.lva (eds.), On the History of Trade q( the
Bu/;<,1rian I.ands in the XV - XJX centm"/es (Sofia, 1978) (in Bulgarian).
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does not provide a broad context for these .studies and as a consequence
the mediating role of the merchants among all these market zones is not
fully estimated. The majority of the generalisations are based on only a
few case-studies of less than ten rich merchams' families. In most of these
general surveys the Marxist approach examines tradesmen mainly with
respect to the genesi<l of capitalism and the initial accumulation of capital.
A noticeable trend is to place Bulgarian economic development within
its Balkan context. Along these lines it is necessary to note some general
studies on the Balkans.~0 One should start with Nikolai Todorov's socioeconomic and demographic analysis of the Balkan city. The social
stratificat.ion of the urban population, the genesis of entrepreneurial
elements within the guilds and the creation of hyhrid organisations
incorporating the 'putting-out' merchants and the guilds (particularly in
the textile crafts), are valuable contributions to revealing investment
patterns in the Balkan economy. Another book of general character,
uealing with the history of prices in the Balkans from the XVIth to the
XIXth centuries, is by Lyuben nerov.~ 1 These tv.,ro studies are exceptional
in rerms of the scope of their generalisations. In principle, most of the
Bulgarian economic researchers avoid general studies covering all the
Balkans and limit their research to ~ome areas, such as Dobrndja, Thrace,
Ma<.·edonia, and the Black Sea region. ·11 One possible explanation might
~' N. Tndorov, The Balkan City. X\l-X/X centun'es (Sofia, 1972) (in Bulgarian); L. Berov,
Prices in. tbe Balkans in the XV-XIX cenltlries and the European Price ReFoluticm (Sofia.
1976) (in Bulgarian).
·"Howcv<.:r, one! shoul<l hear in mind that some of the Bulgarian sourt:cs <.m whid1 Lyuhen
Herov's research is based aR: 1mt always reliable for such general conclusions.111e subjcC't
of currency and money circulation ls studied in a few works. A recent. PhD hy Nikola
Robev was devoted to this issue in 1997. On this topic <.."'ompare S. Panova. 'Money in th1:
Trade betw'ccn Vic:.:nn;1 and Istanbul in XVIIIth century', Historical Review, 2 (1993) pp.
98-120 (in Bulgarian). With rcspc,:t t.o the B~tlkan provinces of the Ottoman Empire see
abo S. Pamuk, 'Money in the Ottoman Empire, 1:326- 1914'. in l falil Inaldk anll Donald
Quatacrt (eds.), An Economic (tnd Social History, pp. 947-981; S. l'amuk. A iWmwLary
History of the Ottomm1 Empire, (Cambri<lgt:, 2000).
~·v. Tonev, Dobrudzba during the N~ti<mal Neoiz.lfJ/(Sofia. 1971), PhD (in Bulgarian); V.
Paskaleva, 'The Bulgarian 13lack Sea and its Region during
Pcri<xl of Ottoman Rule', in
Black Sea, (Varna, 1978), pp.186-508, (in Bulga1ian); S. Dimitrov,:-.!. Zhcchcv, V. Tonev,
History ofDobrndzbtt, vol. 1, (Sofia, 1988) (in Bulgarian); I. Todev, Tbe Bttlgaricm l'v'uficmal
Movement in Thrace 1800 - 1878 (Sofia, 1994), pp. 29-66 (in Bulgarian); V. Tonev, 'l'h11
Btt{l{arlan Black Sea during the IVational Revival(Sofi.a, 1995). pp. 131-139 (in Bulgarian).
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be that these are the regions perceived traditionally as ·Bulgarian lands'
of the medieval Bulgarian kingdoms. Th,e Qther more practical reason is
probably the easy acce.~ss to primary sources kept in conlemporary
Bulgaria.
The second group of studies, specifically on merchants, de.serves
special attention. From the late 1950s on research interest in commerce
increased and it was visible especially in the 1960s and 1970s with the
work of the first generation of ec:onomic historians like Virginia Paskaleva,
Konstantin Kosev, David Cohen, Snczhka Panova, loana Spisarev.ska,
Maita Bur-Markovska, Khristo Glushkov. In the early 1980s one can name
some new researchers such as Mikhail Grancharov, Plamen ,\.-Htev, Mari~1~
Toska Stefanova, Ivo Zheinov.
lf one makes a rough estimate of the number of merchant'> who have
been the subject of special research, the total is only around 30 ..i.;
Immediately one can distinguish the names of the Lwo brmhers Evlogi
and Khristo Gcorgievi, \vho have also heen studied in the previous
period.-'"' However, there <ue other traders who attracted researchers'
attention too."~ In some studies (as in a book by Konstantin Kosev) one
can find an abridged history of more than 12 merchants and trading
companies. There is an article on a similar theme by his father Dimilar
Kosev, Vladini.ir Diculescu, and Virginia Paskaleva on the economic
activity of Bulgarian emigra~ts in WalkKhia. 3<;
Some other authors such as Marra Bur-Markovska, Snezhka Panova,
·'-'Of course, that m1mbcr is only an approxim;ttlon.
11
· This wrnpany is studied by Khristo Gandev, Virginia Pasblcva, Khristo taushkov,
David Cohen. Evguenia Davidova analy'ied the Gcorgicvi Brothers' business through the
eyes of thdr contemporary Khristo T:1pchilcshtov, a rich merchant in Istanbul.
"'For exampk~, !.he Khadzhitoshevi family. Chalfikovi family, Rohcvi brothers,
Tapchilcshtovi brothers, Pavel ~enovich, Tsviatko Sakhatc.:hioglu, Stancho J3radinov and
Komsievi brothers, Khadzhi Khrii;to Rnd1kov. lv<m Kalpazanov, Stephan Karagio:t.ov,
Khadzhi Slavcho Sclvdi, R<Lli Khadzhi Mavridi, Papazoglu brotherf., the Aries family,
Stan(:ho Arm1udov :md Son, Aranas T. IU\nchev ancl C:k~. ~vfiklwil Gyumyushgerdan, ~fasar
Company, Maniovi brothers, Khristaki Gancvi brotlwrs. etc
•' K. Kosev, On Bu.J.~arian !.ctflitali..W I Je1.ieloj.1mf/llt ill the W60s and 1870s (Sofia, 1968).
pp. 59-60 (in Bulgari:·m); D. Kost"'• VI. l)Jculescu. V. Paskaleva, 'On t.hc Fconomk Activity
()fthc Bulgarian Emigrants ln W'allachia in XTXth Century (until th(: .R\tsso-Turkish War
1877 - 187!:l)', in Bulp,arian-Rumanltm Reluliom ll,·mss tbe G'e.uturies. Research I (XJTXJX centurie.£). (Sofia, 1965). pp. 285 • 373 (in Bulgarian).
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and Stoian Maslev studied Ralkan merchants and found a Bulgarian
presence in the so-called 'Greek Companies' (a collective term for
Orthodox merchants from the Ottoman Empire in Austria) in the XVIIth
and XVIIIrh century Ilabsburg Empire. Their commercial and social
activity in the same areas in the course of the next centuries \Vere
examined by the Runrnnian scholar Constantin Veliki, Karol Tclbizov,
and Virginia Paskaleva. The tiny group of merchants in Chiprovtsi (a
small town in Western Bulgaria) were traced by Karol Tclbizov, Snczhka
Panova, and Marta 11ur-Markovska. 'fhe Bulgarian 'Ne:d1in's Greeks' (in
Russia) and the Bulgarian merchant's diaspora in Odess<-t were also
exploredY Foreign merchants who traded in Bulgarian lands, such as
rhe Dubrovnik network of traders and their local agents, were also studied
by Ivan Sakazov, Ivan Pastukhov, loana Spisarevska, and Ekaterina
Vechcva.-"' All these works are based on unpublished materials from
foreign archives and cover <lifferenl aspects on multi-etlmic partnerships
and coopcmrion a'mong the Balkan merchants out~ide the borders of the
Ouoman Empire.
A survey of the geographical destinations of Bulgarian merchants in
chronological rerms shows their itineraries to Transylvania, Austria,
Moldavia and Wallachia, Russia, Asia Minor and Anatolia, and Egypt. If
one divides the studies according to the countries of re1>earch one can
see that interest is quite uneven: some countries such as Austria/AustroHungary (Virginia· Paskalcva; Marta Bur-Markovska; Sne7.hka Panova),
"S. l'anova. Xi-11th. century !1ulgm'ian ;'\1erchcmfs (Sofia, 1980) (in Bulgarian); idem, 'The
\.hiprovtsi ~krchants'. In 300 Years of the 111sutrection in CbljJrwtst. A 'J'ribut£1 to the
HistOfJ' qf the Uufgttri,ms in the XWTTLh CenLWJ', (Sofia, 1988), pp. 46-60 (in Bulgarian);
M. Hur-!Vlarkovska, The Balkans and Hungarian 1Harket in the XVJ!lth ,·,.mtwy (Sofia,
1977) (in Rulgarian); P. Mi1.ev, Bu(~aria11 Ti·ad<! in tbe XVIllth centmy .. (Sofia, 19891,
l'hD thc::;i:; (in Bulgarian): c. Vdiki, ·on the Trade between the Bulgarian Cities and
Austria at the end of the: XVIIJth and tJ1,~ beginning oft.he XIXth L'enturies', Historical
Reoiew. 6 (1959), pp. 61-77 (in l3ulgari:m); K. '/.'clbi7.ov. ·Som(: Sourc:c:s on the Rc.:onornk
Posili('m and Trade of the Chiprovtsi !Vlerchants in Sedmigradsko in the XVlllth CL'ntury
A Comrihrn.ion 1.0 the History ofRulgarian Trade', Publicatio11s ofthl.' Vi1ma lnstlt11tefor
Ewnomy, l ( 1964), pp. 1-52 (in Bulgarian).
~·r. Sakazov, Economic NeJations, l. l'astukhov, op. cit., vol. 2. pp. 362-.367 (in Bulg;.iri.in);
I. Spisarevska, 'On the legal status of Dubrovnik's Colonks in the Bulgarian Lands under
Oll( m1an Rule (XV - J\.'Vlth cenmries)', Historical Neview, 2 0 97.{>. pp. 76-93 (in Rulgarian);
E- Vc:ch,~va, !Juhrmmik~'.~ Trcuio in the Bt1(r:tarian lands fn tin XHtb - Xnl!th ce11ttffic~s,
(Sofia, 1982) On l!ulga rian).
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France (Khristo Gandcv and Virginia Paskaleva), Rumania (co-authorship
of Dimirar Kosev, Vladimir Diculescu, Virginia Paskaleva; and David
Cohen), and Russia (Vcselin HadL:hinikolov. Vi.J:ginia Paskalcva and Maria
Todorova) have attracted much more research than others such as
England (Khristo Glushkov)~9 • However. as in the previous period, the
external aspecls of commerce predominated.
Within the Ottoman Empire Bulgarian merchants from Macedonia
rnntinucd to be studied10 • The settlements along the Danube river were
examined in detail as \vell as some towns in the Balkan mountains, such
as Vratsa, Gabrovo, Sliven, Tarnovo, Ka:t:anlak. It is not by chance [hat
these regions have more prnsperous merchant strata. If one compares
the above-mentioned geographical areas with the studies on the crafts
and guilds in most cases both maps would coincide.
Although there is sometimes a problem with merchants' names in
ho'vv to distinguish their ethnic affiliation, research shows that from the
ethnic point of view mainly Bulgarian trade~men have been studied.
However, the multi-ethnic character of the Ottoman Empire presupposes
Virginia Paskaleva ii; among the most productive :.;<.:holars in th.ls field. The;: .subject of
Central Europe, which the author trear.s in many publication.-;, is vi:ry well elaborated in
her monograph, v.-ht::ri: t.he ec:onomic relationship.~ between the Balkan an<l Central
European re;:gions are placed on <I lars.:e comparative basis by introducing massive.
unpublished material from the Austrian archives. V. Pa::;kalcva, 'Austrian (Au:;troHungarian) Economic Penetration In Bulgarian Lands after the Crimean War until tht::
Liberation', Bulletin qf lb~· Institute of History, 7 (1957), pp. 113-163 (in Bulgarian); idem.,
'On Frendl·Bulgarian Commercial Relation.s from the beginning of the X!Xth cencury
until the Liberation', Histon'cat R(>[.Jieu;, 5 (1960), pp. 53-85 (in Bulgarian); idem., 'Russian·
Bulgarian Commercial Relations in the 1850s and 1870s', in Bu/gan·an Revival and Russia,
(Sofia, 1981), pp. 392-415 (in Bulgarian); idem., Central Europe and the Lands of the
louier Danube, XV/11 - XIX centuries (Social and Economic AspecLsj (Sofia, 1986) (in
8i1lgarian). See also M. Hur-Markovska, Balkans, S. Panova, XV!lth century•, idem., XVT!lth
century Btt{~arian Trading Companies in the Austrian Mmfeet (Sotla, 1996) (in Rulgarum);
Kh. Glushkov. 'Britain's Trade Relations with flulgarian Lands during the Period atier the
Crimean War until Bulgaria's Liberation from Ottoman Rule (1856- 1877)', Bulgarian
Historical Review, 4 (1976), pp. 26-51; V. Khadzhinlkolov, 'Rulgarian-Russian Economic
Relations until the Liberation from the Turkish Yoke'; /Ju/letin oftbe Ir~~tilute ofEconomic
Studies 'Karl 1H'<u~: 1 (1957), pp. 19-123 (in Bulgarian); M. Todorova, 'Trnde Relations
bem·cen Russia and the Ottoman ·Empire during the second quarter of the XIXth c:emury'.
Centuries, 3 (1977), pp. 31-41 (In Bulgarian).
\
•• V. Paskaleva, 'On the History of Macedonia's Trade Relations with Centr.al Europe in
che XJXth ccnt\1ry', Bulletin of the Ins/.ltute for History, 11 (1%2), pp. 51-83 (jn Bulgarian).
.t.>
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partnerships in the field of trade. Research on Turkish, Greek, Jewish,
and Armenian merchants is insufficient and inadequate in relation to the
available sources. Among them we can mention only a few works on the
Arie family from Samokov, and Mesrobovich from Plovdiv. 11
However, while most of the above-mentioned studies cover a wide
range of problems; their structure .shows a certain pattern. Usually they
commence with a short biography of a merchant's career.4 1 Often the
successful merchant began as ahaci especially .in the XVIIIth and X1Xth
centuries when the abacilik (producr.ion and trade in rough woollen
dorh.o;;) was a predominant activity in many mountainous villages; later
on he (it. is always he!) continued as a peddler or commission agent;
sometimes he became a merchant, usurer or hanker, or a mixture of all
three. There arc some models of behaviour common for a bigger area.
The sources consulted reveal that Bulgari<tn merchants followed a \Vellknown pattern of trading within the framework of the nuclear family.
The profession and the .capital of the head of the family were transmitted
to his sons. Most oJ the trading firms in Europe, which had a leading role
in XVth and XVIth century economic life, were family concerns. ;i This
scheme is described in many other studies; its Balkan variant is well
portrayed by Traian Stoianovkh.11 Bulgarian examples are provided by
1
An interesting instanc:c is provided by the Arie family archive. Th<: <trchiv<: is kept in
Samokov. There is an abridged hlstoty of the family in 4 volumes translated into Bulgarian.
However, this very rid1 archive ha.~ not b<:en use<l except·by Eli Eskenazi. E. Eskenazi,
·on the Collection of some Taxes in Western Bulgaria in the XlXth century until the
Liberation'; 8ull£•1in I?( lbe Inslitule 11( T-fistory, 16- ~ 7 (1966). pp. 333-3·15 (in Bulgarian);
S. Zaprianova, 'Mesrobovk:h's Archive - A Source for the Nineteenth Century Plovdiv's
fa:onorny', Bulletin q( lbe Museums in Sou1bern Rulµ,arla, 10 (1984), pp. 137-145 (in
Bulgarian). S. Panova also works with Jewish sources in her PhD and other puhlications.
See for example S. Panova, 'On the Application of Commercial Law hy the Je~vish
Merchants in rhe Ottoman Empire (South-Eastern Europe) in the XV-XVllth centuries',
Annual Book of thejeu11$h r~ultural and flducmional Orw:misation, 21 (1986), pp. 6175 (in Bulgarian,).
'"The career 'stage' approach ls also used by Trafan Stoianovich. See T. Swianovich, 'The
Conquering Ralkan Orthodox J.1erchant', journal qfEconomic History, XX, 2 (1%0), p ..
•

'312.

.

.
•~; F. Braudel, G'tvtlisatton materielle, economie et caj1itulisme, X\le - XVllle siecfes, vol.
2. Le.~ jeux de l'ifcha11ge, (Paris, 1979), pp. 384-.~86; A. Gurevich, 'The Merchant', in The
l1.fedieval Wm·ld, (london, 1990), p. 276.

"Tr. Stoianovkh, op. cit.,. p. 295.
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the Tapchileshtov family, Stam:ho Amaudov and Son, etc. Jn th!s respect
Mikhail Madzharov's memoirs of the 1860s and 1870s come to mind: 'My
father's ideal was to make me a merchant following contemporary
convention and he did not give up until the Liberation (1878) when many
new perspectives \\'ere opened for Bulgarian yolllh. Trnde, he said, is an
honourable and pleasant thing. One can go across the seas to see foreign
countries. Trade is an independent occupation. It even offers good
possibilities to cxerci~e control over the Turks.'~~ In this quotation one
can sec that the merchant's profession was perceived in terms of family
succession and was appreciated for its decent character, wealth, some
independence, social prestige, international contacts.
Usually. after a short biographical introduction a certain aspect of the
economic activity of the tradesmen is presented either as a .">urvey of the
company's business for a limited period <.>f time (some papers of l'vlaria
- Toska Stefan ova), or the partidpalion of the merchant in the export
trade (as the article on the Georgicvi brothers' trade in England hy Khli::;to
Glushkov). Some works trace only one branch (EH Eskenazi's research
on tax-farming of Arie). Lists of export and import goods, itineraries,
types of transport are presented in almost every study. Special attention
is often paid to technical innovations such a.':i telegraph and railroads. A
few aurhors fo11cnv the economic: strategy and commercial techniques of
some trading companies, analyse their overall economic activities, and
, investigate t.he reasorn; for transition from one branch of activity to another
(Georgi Pletniov'~ paper on SLephan Karagiozm~).
One c::an find a lot of material on merchants in regional studies. More
recent histories have been written either with co-authors, like the hooks
on Tolbukhin, Vratsa', and Gabrovo• 6, or are results of a long-term project
hy researchers such as. Simeon Damianov for the region of Lorn, and Mikhail
Griincharov for Plcvcn, where spedal chapters on trade are included."''
""M. J\fad:lharov, Memoi1'11, (Sofia, 1968), p. 124 (in Bulgarku1).
'"E. R11:i:hashki (ed.), Hfstor:JI of the 'foum qfToll?ukhin (,:;ofo1, 1968> (in Rulgarian); History
ofrbe foum 1~( i'raL\"a since Antiq11i{v until th'' Liberation (Sotln, J976'l (in Rulgarian):
llistory of the 'if.lwn <f Gafmmo (Sofia. 1980) (in flulgarian).
'' S. Damianov, n.1e Uegion <!/1.orn duri11g tbe National R£•viz•u!. Economic Lfj'e and
l'olitical Struggles (Sofia, 1967) (in Rulgarian); M. Grancharov, '/'he Town qf Plewn and
its Region du.riri,~ the Natiomif Revit)(lf (Sofia, 1989) Un Bulgarian).
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With respect to the 11ubject of the present paper, one could di1'tin!,ruish
four major topics, discussed on a macroeconomic or microeconomic
level in the above-mentioned studies such as incorporntion into the world
economy; the backwardness of-the Ottoman economy and the lack of
Ottoman protectionism; the Marxist concept of the genesis of capitalism
and related to it the problem of the initial accumulation of capital; and
the concept of class structure and the economic power of the Bulgarian
bourgeoisie.
Most Bulgarian scholars did nor take pa1t in Wallerstcin's debate but it
can be suggested that .they are mainly supporters of \-X:'allerstein's concept
of 'pcncrrarion-abs0111tion' of the Ottoman economy in tenns of its passivity.
The majority of the researchers <tssurned the penetration of European
capitalism in the Ottoman economy and stress it-; negative effects on local
industry. For instance, authors who worked inunediacely after World War
II in the decade of the most rigid .Marx.ism declared that the Ottoman Empire
became a 'semi-colony' of the West without. distinguishing any regions
within the Ernpire.';11 At the same time some researchers suggested that
incorporation into the world economy had some positive effects on the
development of trade. 'fo.dan Stoianovich also noted that the h<:1lanc:e, V\·>hich
existed between tra.de and industry in the XVIth century. was destroyed in
favour of the former. However, Balkan merchants profited from this change
more than Lheir European counterparts an<l enjoyed great prosperity:') Often
the example of the Greek bourgeoisie, the earliest in the Balkans, that
appeared and prospered on the basis of trade is used as an argument.
Bulgarian researchers Kn1stio Manchev and Strashimir Dimilrov also pointed
out that al! the changes that. occtm-ed in Bulgarian lands during the XIXth
century had a 'conuncrcial' ba:sis because all social and economic processes
during that time corresponded more to the grmvth of trade wich Europe
than to local industrial and agric.:ulttir.:11 devclopmcnr.~" On the other hand,
;.. See for exarnrle 0. Kos~:v, 1Uodem Bu{q({rian H1:~1ory. An Outline(Sofoi., 1951), p. 1:1.'$
(in Rulgarian).
9
' Although the ttade sector of Lhe Balkan <~<·c.momy became bigger, the economy as a
whole declined. Tr. Scoianovkh, op. ctt .. pp. 199, 203.
"; S. Dimitrov, Kr..\h1J1chcv, History cif" the Balkan [JeO/Jfos in the Xll-X/Xtb centuries
(Sofia, 1971), pp. 136-137 (in Bulgarian); Kr. Manchcv, History of the Balkan pec;p/es
(Vcliko Tarnovo, 1979.l, pp. ·i1- 45 (in nulg:irian).
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recent research rnake.'l it appear rhat Europe-dn imports did nm affect all the
local industries as had been previously assumed. For instance, many
Bulgarian crafts, such as the textile industries, attained their great prosperity
during the semnd and third quarter of the XI.Xrh century because production
continued to be sold on the 13alkan and Asian markets.~ 1 Even more, some
authors claim rhat during the same period merchant-usury capital
(accumulated through trade with Europe) played a stimulating role by
participating in the organisation of small-scale local manufactures and
factories and thus contributed to Bulgarian capitalist <levelopmenr. '2 Many
of the ahove-mentioned authors stress the lack of protectionist policy and
the obstacles which tradesmen faced.~j
The subject of merchants is closely related to the problem of the
genesis of capitalism and the initial accumulation of capital which is
treated within the Marxist paradigm. Some authors, like Jacques Nathan,
approached this question as the replacement of one mode of production
by another and identified the period of the Bulgarian Revival as a
transition from the old ~y.stem of barter exchange to new market relations,
as a process of decline of Turkish feudalism and a genesis of capitalism. 54
1

1
' N. Todorov, 1be jjalkan Ci'y, p. 209. Vasilis Panayotopuolos also suppmte::<l the thesis
that European {:ompecition did not cause a total dcdin{~ in lcx:al crafts because the majority
of che population lived in a comliticm of autarchy without using European products. V.
PanayQtopoulos, 'Artisanat: Organisation du travail ct marche aux Balkans X:Ve - XIX
siecles", in Actes du Ile Colloque lntematlonal d'blstolre (Athens 18 - 25 St'fJ/. l.9R3).
Economies mediterranne<Jnes, equilfbres et intercommunlcatiot1s XIJI - XIX siecles,
(Athens, 1986). p. 2;7, S. Faroqhi, 'The Fleldglass and the Magnifying Lens: Studies of
Ottoman Crafts and Craft:;men', 7be]ournal qf"Europea11 Bconomic St1.tdfe.(, 20, l 0 991),
p. 55; S. Janeva, L 'artiscmat et /es corporations de metie1· dans la partie centrafe des
Balkans p1.·ndan1 la premiere moltie du XIX siiid<.« These de c.loctorat, soutenue ii !'
Instimf Universitairc Huropcen, Florence, 1997; M. Palairct, "11.w llalkan Economies c.
1800-1914, (Cambridge, 1997). pp. 50-85.
·
2
' K. Kosev, Ori Bulgai'tan Capitalist Develojnnent in the 1860s and 1870s(Sofla, 1968\
pp. 59-60 (in Bulgarian).
1
" On the contr,;1.ry, with tbe first contemporary Bulgarian peric.xlk~J l:)'ttbostovf<J rublished
in l:anir (1842-1844) there began th<: trend of supporting rhe principles of free tr.i<lc anc.1
latssezfain•. Mosl of the authors in the XIXth centmy wcr{~ supporters of this tendency.
However, it seems that. they merely reflected foreign theories. Se<.' B. Mint.scs, 'Political
and Socio-Economic Concepts in Bulgarian Liter..iture before the Liberation', Anthology
Ji>r Folk Works and Writings, XVI and X\•11 Cl 900), p. 5, 41 et S<?q. (in Bulgarian); J. Nathan,
'Bulgarian Economic Thought during the J\"ational Revival Period', Historical Reuiew, :;
0951). pp. 292 - 393 (in Bulgarian). ·
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It is not surprising that merchants were perceived as bearers of the new,
'progressive' forms of production.
The class concept has not occupied a crucial position in most
Bulgarian writings apart from one discussion at the end of the 1940s in
the periodical lstoricheski Pregied (Historical Review). One possible
explanation might be that the local feudal class/elite did not survive,
thus, there was unanimous accord that merchants were part of the new
bourgeois class which was ill-defined. Moreover, in most Bulgarian studies
merchants are not distinguished from the rest of the population except
for a few rich traders and placed mainly in their urban environment. For
instance, Nikolai Todorov reveals the genesis of the entrepreneur-capitalist
from the master within the guild of abaci producers who preserved his
membership within the guild 5 ~.
Again in the pages of the periodical Jstoricheski Pregled (Historical
Review) in 1977 a dh;cussion was held on the financial potential of the
Bulgarian bourgeoisie, concerning mainly merchants. In the fifth volume
of the Hist(lry qf Bulgaricz some assertions about the lack of capital are
not quite correct.'6 Many sources as well as some new research reveal
the existence of substantial capital owned by Bulgarian merchants.
One may note that after the 1970s there was not much discussion
regarding subjects of a more general charac"ter. Most of the authors assume
the existence of bourgeois structures and the integration of Bulgarian
lands (not as a part of the Ottoman market but mainly in terms of a
political entity in decay) within the capitalist economy.

3. The Post-Totalitarian Period
Although one can immediately notice a lack of Marxist cliches,
mosr of the concepts of the previous period are still in drculation.
There has been no reassessment of the Ottoman period in Bulgarian
i'J. Nathan, 'Research on the Bulgarian Ernnomi<: Past', in Sekcted Work~. vol. 1, 0977,
Sofia), p. 43, 187, 214, 277 (in Bulgarian).
~~ N. Todomv, 'Some Thoughts on Economic Development and the Genesis of Capitalism
in the Bulgarian lands under Turkish RuJ~·. l!is/.orical Re1;iew, 6 (1961) 87-106 (in
Bulgarian); idem .. , Balkan City, pp. 230-267.
;<. Ilistory of Bulgaria, vol. 5, p. 265.
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hisrory as a whole. ;7 In the field of commerce, in partic.:ular, the
preoccupation with Bulgarian merdwnt::; and an unwillingness to place
research within the overall Ottoman economic context continues.
Neve1theless the political changes brought about the opening of many
new archives and a shift of hisLOri<:al research towards recent and
contemporary history means one can observe that, in the 1990s, interest in
commercial issues is still alive. Most of the &.:holars already mentioned above
continue their research. One even witnesses the appearance of a ne\v
generation of historians who work more in a regional context and less to a
general plan. Probably this 'local' tendency and lack of funding explain why
most of the public.ations are short papers, articles, and a fow monographs.'I><
A relatively new topic has become popular in the last decade, namely
the forms of commercial partnerships, developed hy Snezhka Panova,
Pla111en !'vfitev, ~larta Bur-Markovska for the X\t1Ith and XVIIIth centuries,
and by Ivan Ruscv, Kadja Manolova, and Evguenia Davidova for the
:XTXth cemu1y. Some interest in the merchants' pa1ticipation in the system
of tax farming can also be distinguished.'''
Although a variety of subjects is discussed in the studies on merchants,
there are still a lot of blank spaces. Some interesting topics which need
t.o be clarified are: tr<1ders and the Crimean War; the study of merchants'
balances in a comparative context; the wives of merchants; inter-ethnic
professional contacts and ethnic solidarity, etc. Legal aspects of business
activities still wail to be elucidated.~':· There arc no stL1clics on the relations
''See :'l·f. Toclorova, Bul,~arlan Histo1ical Writing, pp . .7 N-1 ·15,
'"Sec t.he tab!t" prepared by E. Davidova, Bulgarian Commercial Houses, pp. 95-119.
19
1'. ,\·Iitcv. 'State Regulation in I.he XVllTLh ct"ntury tirban Economy in Bulgarian Lands',
in 1be Estab/isbment and lJevelopmenl ufModem !nstitu1to11s in Bulgari'm Sucil'ly
durlnR !he Nalt"cmal Revimi, (Sofia, 1996J, pp. 75-HO (in llulgarian): See also S. Panova,
On the .4pplicati<m q(ComT11l't'C'it1! hlw. pp. 61 - 75: '.\!. i'vlanolova. 'lh:> Bulgarian Merchant
during the N"ational Revival - Examples of Economic and Sc.x-ial Behaviour'. /'(.W, 3 (I 995'l,
p. 47 (in Bulgarian); I. Rusev, Firms and Mcmufactures in the region ofSliz:en and Kotd
dw"ing th£• Nmimu1l RL>viziat, (Burgas, 1996) (in Bulgarian).
V. Gancv, 'History of Commercial Law', Annual Rook t?/Sqfla fhlil¥.>rsi~)' - Facul~y C?l
Law, XII, (1921); p. 60, 70 (in Bulgarian); K. Katzarov, Systematic Course• 011 Bulgarit.m
Commercial I.aw, 4t.h cdil.ion, (Sofot, 1990), pp. 9 - 10 (in Bulgarian): R. Gmdeva, On the
kadl's Cou1t L:1w l'r<~rogativcs in r.he XVllLh c:t"ntury, llislorlcal Rwiew, 2 (1993), r>fl· 98120 (in Bulgarian); S. IJ~mova, 011 the Application <if Commercit1! l.mv. pp. 61-75; I.
Spisarevska, On the /t?gal status ofDubrormik's Colonies, pp. 76-9:3.
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between Bulgarian and other Balkan markets especially in the western

patt of the peninsula as well as contacts in the Asian part of the Ottoman
Ernpire. The problem of heredity within the merchant's profession is also
a very stimulating subject. especially in terms of l\1uslim and Christian
comparisons61 • There is another imporlant question, namely the status
of traders in the Ottoman Empire. It is known that some mcrch~tnts
became foreign .subjects, like Shishmanoglu, the Georgievi brott1ers.
Khristo Arnaudov, etc. Others, like KhI'isto TapchiJcshtov and his brother
Nikola, became Aurupa tuccar!ari (European merchants), a privileged
.status introduced by Selim III in order to replace the Christian merchants,
protected by the Great Powers.<·~ As one mighl expect, there was
competition among these groups .. within them, and with rheir European
counterparrn, which has not been a subject of special research in the
Bulgarian historical agenda.
It is worth noting that most of the research clone in the lasl decade is
based on new sources of diverse origins. It reveals different points of
view from private merchant archives, official instilutions as well as a
foreign perspective on commerce in general.

4. Conclusion
In conclusion, one has an impression that a Bulgaro-centric approach
dominarecl issues concerning the hisro1y of trnde (as it did in most other
fields). As Maria Touorova pointed out, the provincialism of Bulgarian

historiography, however, is not alien to other Balkan historiographies/'·'
There ::ire only a few attempts to overcome parochial houncfaries, mainly
by placing some merchants in a wider European context. JVIost of the
"'It would be Interesting to truce some merchant families aftt!r the restoration of t.hl:
Bulgarian state. Usually. le is accepred a pliorlthat the sons of the rich families preferred
join the adminislralive apparatus lhan to continue in their profession hut there are
some other factors which <·ontrihulc to the dcdilw of 1.h<:sc families. S<.~e on tlli.s lopk,
E. Davidova, 'Dossier conuncrdal ck la fam.ille Tapchilcsrov - Jes trois fils >likoh1, Stoyan
el Petko 0851 - 1895)', Bulgarian Htstmical Review, 3-4 (1996), pp. 130 -148
,.,,IL lnalcik ~ind n. Quatat~rl (ed.~.), O/J. Ci/. pp. 8.38 - 839; B. :\fosters., 'The Sultan's
Entreprent1urs: '!'he A1m1pa '/i,1cuu1s and the /-luyriy1! 11-tccaris in Syria', !111enw1imwf
]ourna/ (>/Middle Eastern Studies, 24 (1992), pp. 579 - 597.
~. M. To<lorova, Of>. cit., p. J 16.
l.o
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authors assumed the existence of the Bulgarian market per se and not as
a part of the overall Ottoman economy. Where comparisons are made
they are mainly oriented to Western and Central European models.
Actually, contrary to what Surayia Faroqhi noted as a lack of <?ttoman European comparisons in Turkish historiography, one would say that in
our case there is a lack of Bulgarian - Ottoman, or Ottoman - Ottoman
comparisons.M
One can assume that there il'i continuity in the main concepts and <l
smooth integration of new topics. It seems that this process is ux1 smooth
and that there is a lack of polemical dialogue among the researchers.
!\1ost of the concepts introduced by C. Jrecek and the first generation
historians from the pre-World War ll period, are still in circulation in the
scholarly community. The longevity of some theses, suc:h as the focus
on Bulgarian economy outside the Ottoman context, the division of the
whole Ottoman period of two sub-periods, the positive assessment of
non-Muslim merchanrs as bearers.of new forms of production, etc. might
be explained to some extent by their anti-state and nationalist
assumpti<>nS.
This survey of research points out that there is progress in enriching
the themes and in archival material. The paudty of various type of sources
for the earlier period up to the XVIIrh century shaped the study of
merc.:hants mainly as a group (except for the trading companies from
Dubrovnik). Ir is only after the mi<l-XVIIth century that one can observe
research on individual merchants and companies. ft should be noted that
a shift in interest from the rich merchants to the middlemen and smallscalc tradesmen has grndually occurred in the last three decades and thus
enriched scholarly knowledge about the functioning of commercial
networks.
Although the topic of merchants is not at the centre of Bulgarian
writings covering the Ottoman period, one can trace its firm presence
within a period of a century. Almost all Bulgarian economic historians
have made some contributions on this subject. One should bear in mind
•·• S. faroqhi, lntroduclion, pp. 13-14; idem .. 'In Search of Ottoman History', The]ournal
of Peasant Studi£w, 18, 3 - 4 0991), p. 212.
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that pre-World War II research had a much more theoretical aspect; on

rhe '>ther hand, the following lwo periods put the accent on new
problems and made much more empirical contributions. Some concepts
have been transmitted from one period to another personally hy the same
researchers; others through the use of the same type of sources; still
others through the mediarion of general histories and text books.
Some of the dted 'blank spaces' reveal that there are still many
stimulating topics about rhe merchant's world waiting for future
researchers.
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